A simple yet effective method is proposed to reduce the hardware complexity of tree expansion in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) symbol detection. Tree-expansion equations are transformed in the proposed method so as to maximise common subexpressions that can be shared. The proposed method reduces the number of operators significantly, especially multipliers which are costly, without any degradation of bit error rate.
Introduction:
The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique is being actively adopted in mobile wireless communication systems, since it is effective in achieving high spectral efficiency. As the technology advances, more antennas and higher modulation schemes are adopted to meet the increasing demand for fast data transmission. Because of the interference among multiple data streams, however, detecting signals becomes complex. Accordingly, reducing the complexity of signal detection is now of great concern, as it directly influences power consumption which is the most crucial factor to be considered in portable applications.
The signal detection is in general transformed to a tree-search problem, and solved by applying tree-traversing algorithms such as depth-first search, breadth-first search, and shortest path search. Though tree expansion is essential and computationally intensive in the tree search, its implementation has been so straightforward that the complexity has never been reduced effectively [1] [2] [3] [4] . To lower the complexity of MIMO detection, some previous works have used approximate equations derived from simplified norms, but they suffered from a degraded performance [5, 6] . A mathematical transformation of tree-expansion equations is proposed in this Letter to reduce hardware resources by maximising shareable subexpressions, leading to an efficient implementation of tree expansion without resorting to approximate equations.
MIMO communication systems:
A MIMO communication system employing N T transmit antennas and N R receive antennas is modelled as y =H ×x +ñ (1) whereỹ is the N R × 1 received symbol vector,H is the N R × N T channel matrix,x is the N T × 1 transmitted symbol vector, andñ is the N R × 1 additive noise vector. The complex-valued model in (1) can be transformed to a real-valued form by real-value decomposition as
where the dimensions of y, H, x, and n are 2N R × 1, 2N R × 2N T , 2N T × 1, and 2N R × 1, respectively. In this Letter, we will take into account the real-valued system model expressed in (2) , assuming that N = 2N T = 2N R , which is valid without loss of generality.
Tree expansion in MIMO detection: Given y and H, the objective of MIMO symbol detection is to find an estimate of x. The maximumlikelihood solution χ, which is the optimal estimate without considering a priori statistics, is derived as arg min
where O is the constellation in the real-valued system model, Q is an orthogonal, unitary matrix, R is an upper triangular matrix, andŷ is Q H × y with Q H being the conjugate transpose of Q. Note that Q and R are the matrices obtained by applying QR-decomposition to H. In (3), the cost function is calculated based on the square of L 2 -norm or Euclidean distance, ŷ − R × x 2 , which can be calculated recursively as
whereŷ n is the nth component ofŷ , r ij is the (i, j)th component of R, χ i is the ith component of χ, and PED n is the partial Euclidean distance (PED) calculated at the nth layer. Starting from PED N + 1 = 0, (4) is recursively calculated until it reaches the final cost, PED 1 . From the above description, the task of tree expansion is to calculate the term (b n − r nn χ n ) 2 for every χ n in O.
Conventional implementation of tree expansion: Let us consider a modulation of 16-QAM where O = {-3, -1, + 1, + 3}. In this case, tree-expansion equations to be computed at each layer are
As shown in Fig. 1 , these equations have been directly implemented without conducting any mathematical manipulation in the conventional approach [1] [2] [3] [4] . In Fig. 1 , the amount of left-shift to be applied to an input is denoted on the edge connected to the input, and the zero shift is not shown to achieve simplicity. The minus symbol at the head of an edge indicates that the input should be negated before performing the addition. In the conventional implementation, one square operator is dedicated for each element in O. As the square operation is in general realised with a costly multiplier, this structure is problematic if the constellation order which is the number of elements in O, is not small. As the constellation order is increased by taking a higher-order modulation, the number of multipliers needed in tree expansion increases, making the circuit of tree expansion complicated.
Manipulation on tree expansion equations: To reduce the hardware complexity by maximising common subexpressions, (5) is expanded and recombined as
where < < denotes a shift operation. Note that the shift amount associated with a shift operation is always constant. As the constant shift can be realised by simply changing wire connections, it incurs no hardware operators in the implementation. Common subexpressions such as (b n + r nn ) 2 , (b n + r nn ) 2 + (r nn 2 < < 3), and b n r nn are evaluated only once, and their results are shared in computing (6) so as to relax the hardware complexity. The same logic can be applied to higher-order constellations. For example, the tree-expansion equations for 64-QAM can be modified as
Note that 64-QAM has more common subexpressions than 16-QAM has.
Implementation results: For the three most widely used modulations, 16-, 64-, and 256-QAM, tree-expansion units are implemented based on the proposed method. The circuit for the tree expansion of 64-QAM is drawn in Fig. 2 , where the critical path is marked by bold lines. Since the terms r nn 2 and 3r nn 2 are dependent only on R decomposed from the channel matrix H, they are independent of the received symbol vector y and b n . Since there is no need to compute such independent terms on-the-fly for every symbol vector, they are pre-computed whenever R is changed. Table 1 summarises the number of multipliers and adders needed to implement tree-expansion units, and compares them with those of the conventional implementation. In addition, it shows how the critical path is composed of. As indicated in Table 1 , the proposed method reduces the hardware complexity significantly, especially the number of multipliers. As the constellation order increases, the effect of reduction becomes more significant. The proposed method increases the critical path delay slightly. However, the critical path lengthened by one addition is usually not problematic in practical implementations. If the additional delay is of concern, it can be minimised by employing carry-save adders that compress three operands to two [7] . It is obvious that the proposed method does not degrade the performance of bit error rate (BER), because there is no numerical difference between the original and the modified equations. This is one of advantages of the proposed method over approximate equations such as L 1 -norm and L ∞ -norm that are known to degrade the BER performance.
Conclusion: An effective method has been presented to reduce the hardware complexity of the tree expansion in detecting MIMO symbols. Tree-expansion equations are transformed to increase common subexpressions that can be shared, which leads to a significant reduction of hardware complexity without degrading the BER performance.
